
Reforming planning – a five year
supply of land

The biggest planning issue that confronts my constituency of Wokingham is
that surrounding the pace of housebuilding.

The government and planning system lay down that Wokingham Borough, not the
same boundaries as my constituency, has to allow the construction of 900 new
homes a year. To do this the Council needs to set out in a local plan where
the homes should go, and has to grant sufficient planning permissions to
allow this to happen. The government planning system requires a Council to
make available a five years supply of residential plots. If the Council does
not do this, there is every likelihood that additional planning permissions
will be granted in the Council area on appeal by Planning Inpsectors. Failure
by the Council to make 5 years available gives the Inspectors the right to
override the Council’s local plan, and to grant additional permissions
elsewhere.

Wokingham has granted 11,000 permissions for individual new homes that have
not yet been built. Commonsense tells you that this means the Council has
made available a 12 year supply of land for the 900 a year build rate. Until
recently the planning establishment took the view that Wokingham had a supply
lower than five years. They came to this conclusion from looking at the
actual build rate achieved, rather than at the outstanding permissions.
Developers were also suggesting they could not build and sell at the required
rate from the four main areas for housing expansion in the local plan and
reflected in the permissions granted.

It is possible for a developer to get substantial permissions granted on one
site in a given district, to build out at a slow rate, and to gain planning
permissions on appeal on other sites it has acquired in the same district. Or
it may be that some other landowner benefits from the slow build rate.
Sometimes it may be true that the developer cannot build and sell at a fast
enough rate. Other times it could be gaming the system, deliberately going
slow on an agreed site to win permission on a contested site.

I am currently in discussion with the government over how this system can be
reformed. A local authority like Wokingham which is co-operating fully with
the national policy aim of increasing housebuilding should not be undermined
by grant of permissions on appeal elsewhere in its area outside the local
plan. The whole point of a local plan is to set a sustainable pace of
building, and to concentrate the development to make it easier to provide the
additional roadspace, schools and health facilities a growing community
needs. Such planning is more difficult and dearer if the Council loses
control of where the bulk of the new homes will be.
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Universal credit goes to work

I visited the local Job Centre on Friday to see how they are getting on with
Universal Credit.

I was impressed by the office. The staff were generally positive about
Universal Credit, seeing it as an improvement on the previous system. They
reported a generally smooth transfer so far. That would reflect the evidence
of my postbag, where there has been very little concern or complications with
the transfers.

The Job Centre reports good progress in helping people into work. Local job
generation remains strong, making it a bit easier for people to find suitable
work.

I thanks the staff for all their efforts to carry through the changes, and to
help all those in need of income top up and assistance to find work.

Reforming planning – 1 An underlying
conflict

Post war planning controls were brought in to speed development, encourage
the right type of development in the right places, and to protect the
heritage and best parts of our landscape. Private interests owning land were
to be more strongly controlled by government deciding how land can best be
used. There were high hopes of a better world from the substantial increase
in state control.
In practice the planning system has left many frustrated by its high costs,
delays and complications. The truth is there is no easy way of reconciling
neighbours who have different views of their neighbourhood, no single answer
to what is worth preserving and what modern developments look good or are
appropriate, and no convincing way of controlling what everyone does do with
their land, whatever the law may say.
Let’s take a common simple disagreement within a community. Mr X lives on the
edge of a beautiful Home Counties village adjacent to fields. He paid a
premium to buy the house with the views, and called his home Field View House
to reflect his priorities. His neighbour, Mrs Y, bought some agricultural
fields and wants to make a living from them. She did not have enough money to
buy a farm, as even agricultural land values are high and rents low as a
proportion of the capital value if you just let the land out to a farmer.
Mrs Y recognised the shortage of things for the young people of the village
to do. She proposed a Go Kart course on her field, with her organising the
events. Strong village opposition resulted in planning permission being
refused, to the relief of Mr X who did not want loud karts revving past his
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garden.Mrs Y is now pursuing a planning application for a skateboarding park.
In the meantime she has offered the land on a short lease to a local farmer,
who is using it to fatten pigs. Mr X now has a view of corrugated pig
shelters and a once greenfield that is now a dust or mud hole.
The planning authority is caught between these two very different views of
what the edge of the village should look like and how working land should be
used. They cannot stop agricultural uses as it is currently demarked as
farmland. They can prevent the owner from gaining permission for new business
uses, and do prevent housebuilding in many such contexts.
In such a situation what should the planners do? Who should make the decision
about what Mrs Y can do with her land, and what rights should Mr X have to
enable him to enjoy the peaceful use of his garden? How far should the law go
in laying down answers, and how far should landowners be free to do as they
wish with their land?

The EU wants to rely on the WTO as the
UK leaves to be an active member and
supporter of the WTO

The EU spent hours arguing over migration policy, with Italy opposing the
draft Council conclusions. Finally they reached agreement with a few face
saving formulas for the disputants.

Mrs Merkel got language into the document about countering “secondary
movements of asylum seekers between member states” The German Interior
Minister is demanding a stop to migrants moving from Italy across the German
border to take jobs, benefits and housing in Germany. I don’t see how this
weak phrase solves that problem, nor see how the EU with freedom of movement
and Schengen rules could prevent a lawful refugee from moving from country a
to country B if they wish.

Italy got language in about exploring how migrant centres could be set up
outside the EU to process applications. There is no commitment to implement
such a policy, no special budget, and as yet no idea of where and how this
could be done. It may be enough for the Italian PM for the summer, but Mr
Salvini will need some tangible answers. Italy wants an end to boats arriving
with many migrants now.

The end of the Council presented a friendly face because no-one had lost or
been slapped down. Instead the issues drift on to another Council. The one
positive out of it for all of us was a new found enthusiasm for the World
Trade Organisation. The EU agreed unanimously to commit to ” a comprehensive
approach to improving…the functioning of the WTO” and to promote the
“strengthening of the WTO as an institution”. As the Uk shifts from reliance
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on EU membership to direct reliance on WTO membership for all trade matters,
it is good to know the EU takes its membership of the WTO seriously and wants
to work with the UK and other like minded members of the WTO to cut trade
costs and remove more barriers.

The EU Council decisions

The EU Council endorsed the new proposals for European Parliament seats after
2019. The 73 UK seats disappear, with an overall reduction of 46 seats.
Germany at 96 (n/c), France at 79 (plus 5) and Italy at 76 (plus 3) will be
the largest in the new Parliament out of a total of 705. It shows that some
of the planning for the UK exit soon is progressing.

The 27 agreed a line on Brexit which is far from friendly to the UK. They are
only holding out the hope of some “political declaration” about the future
relationship, yet seem to expect the UK to sign up to the very one sided
Withdrawal Agreement they have in mind nonetheless. To make that worse they
are still insisting on some “back stop” for the Irish border, which is their
way of trying to get the UK back into the Customs Union we voted to leave.
The UK would be wise to point out we have no need to sign any Withdrawal
Agreement unless there is a really good proposal for the future which would
offset the penal terms of their Withdrawal document.

The Cabinet will be seeking to hammer out a more detailed proposal on the
future relationship at their meeting at the end of next week at Chequers. I
trust they will recognise the so called New Customs Partnership is badly
holed, and was rejected by the Brexit Cabinet Committee when last examined.
They should also veto any idea of ending up in a version of the customs union
and or single market just for goods. The EU is the big winner from the
current goods arrangements, so the UK has no need to pay to continue those
arrangements, and must ensure it takes back control of its laws and trade
policy when we leave.

I repeat my advice to the government. Table a comprehensive free trade
agreement for goods and services. If the EU is well disposed, then negotiate
over it. If the EU is not, then just leave without signing any Withdrawal
Agreement The government says all is going well with plans to leave with No
Deal, so lets make sure the EU know that. So far the EU has turned down every
constructive UK suggestion. They have even managed to turn a very generous UK
offer on defence and security into a UK demand they cannot meet!
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